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Dear SCDM Members,
Clinical Data Management in a Global
Environment, the theme of the 10th Annual SCDM
Toronto, October 2004 Fall Conference, is also the
theme for this issue of Data Basics. Conference
attendees encountered a wide variety of presentations
which reflected on the many changes clinical data
management has undergone over the past decade and
highlighted the role of today’s clinical data manager
in what has truly become a world-wide enterprise.
As seen at the conference and in this issue, “global”
encompasses a broad range of topics: standards,

training for the future, building a global organization and making effective use of technology.
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We appreciate the time and effort these authors
have spent to share their experiences and information with everyone and hope the information is
useful to you. Please consider sharing your
experience and expertise by submitting articles.
Send your feedback, opinions and suggestions to
info@scdm.org to ensure Data Basics remains a
useful resource for you and others.
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Bring your Crystal Ball!
It’s all becoming clear to us now…The year is 2020. Each subject in a clinical trial is equipped
with a skin patch that records the desired trial data. This data is transferred via satellite from
subjects all over the world into a centralized database, which uses the latest technology called
“Smart Checks” that resolves discrepancies immediately with no human intervention. Sound far
fetched? About as “out there” as EDC, eCTD, and the thought of all clinical trial data being
coded with the same medical dictionary and standard data names may have seemed in the year
1970!
CDM as a profession is poised at a threshold of enormous change and growth. This Spring
Forum is an opportunity for CDM leaders to come together to formulate, articulate and communicate a vision and direction for our
profession. Forum participants will examine various scenarios of
what clinical trials will look like in the future. Brainstorming
discussions will address such topics as:
- The emergence of CDM as a profession
- The impact of certification
- The necessity and implications for training
- The effects of a changing regulatory environment
- The role of new and changing technologies
- The possibilities and outcomes of standardization
- The effects of the growing trend for off-shoring
Join us and help identify the opportunities and challenges CDM is
likely to face in the next year, 5 years, 10 years and beyond! Come
help shape the vision of the future.
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Letter from the Chair

SCDM Committees

Marianne Plaunt, Ph.D. STATPROBE, Inc.
As we close one year and open a new one, I
would like to reflect upon our recent successes
and provide a glimpse into the coming year.
Our Fall Conference, Clinical Data Management in a Global Environment, held in
Toronto, Canada in October was a huge success.
It was our first opportunity to hold a dual track
meeting which allowed us to cover significantly
more material and to offer options to our
members. I would like to thank Sally Cassells
and David Sabritt for co-chairing this event,
along with all of the presenters, content
contributors and those that worked behind the
scenes to make it all possible. I appreciate all of
your efforts. I know that program committees
for the Spring Forum and Fall Conference are
already busy planning exciting options for
2005. I hope you will all consider attending one
or both of these events.
During the Fall Conference we introduced our
inaugural class of Certified Clinical Data
Managers. As a Society we are proud and
excited to be able to offer this level of distinction and achievement to the field of Clinical
Data Management. In 2005 SCDM will be
working to offer skills assessments and training
opportunities for those interested in becoming
certified. I encourage each of you to pursue this
goal in the coming year.
Three Trustees have completed their term on the
Board and three more have been elected. Greg
Dziem has served as the liaison to the Website
Committee for the past three years and has also
co-chaired the Spring Forum. Meredith Nahm

was our secretary for one year, has been the
liaison to the GCDMP committee and will be
co-chairing the 2005 Spring Forum. Kit
Howard has served on the Board for two years
as our Data Basics Co-Editor. I thank you all
for your numerous contributions and look
forward to your continued involvement in the
society. Our three new Trustees, Anthony
Costello, Charlene Dark, and Abdel Oualim
officially begin their terms in January, although
each of them have already been actively
involved in Board projects this fall. In addition,
Alec Vardy will be Co-Editor of Data Basics. At
this time we also have a change in leadership.
Sharon Miller will be taking the position of
Chair, Jill Vath will be Vice Chair and Judy
Pyke and Audra McRae will continue as
Secretary and Treasurer, respectively. I am
confident of the society’s continued growth and
success under their direction.
2005 will bring exciting times for the SCDM.
Our membership will continue to grow as we
broaden our reach and explore new and
different areas where our expertise is needed. We
will also continue to mature as a discipline
while we adopt and adapt to new technologies
that effect our daily lives. Great things are
possible when we work together for common
goals. I encourage each of you to explore the
opportunities within SCDM and find your fit
to contribute to our future.

The following are currently
active Committees within the
Society for Clinical Data
Management.
Certification Committee
Chair : Armelde Pitre
Phone: (203) 226-6456
E-mail: pitrea@snet.net
GCDMP Committee
Chair : Christine Little
Phone: (919) 408-8000
E-mail: clittle@rhoworld.com
Membership Committee
Chair : Brenda Hoeper
Phone: (513) 984-0450
E-mail:
Brenda.Hoeper@quintiles.com
Publication Committee
Chair: Cherie Stabell
Phone: (650) 225-7672
E-mail: stabell@gene.com
Web Site Committee
Chair: David Borbas
E-mail: dave@borbas.net

Web Sites to Check Out
ACDM - www.acdm.org.uk
CDISC - www.cdisc.org
FDA - www.fda.gov
ICH - www.ich.org

Please Note: SCDM does not sell its membership list and does
not condone the use of the on-line membership database for
electronic broadcast marketing activities.
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There are more links to be
found on our web site!
SCDM - www.scdm.org
Please let the Web Site
Committee know about any
other “hot” web sites that you
feel would be of interest to the
SCDM membership.
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Membership Committee
Special Recognition
The Membership Committee has been very active over the past 2 years
and has accomplished a great deal. As the Chair of this committee, I
would like to recognize the members of the Membership Committee for
their continued efforts, energy and dedication to SCDM by meeting the
goals and objectives of the Committee. Several initiatives were accomplished this past year due to the work of the following committee
members.
• Ellen Randoll deserves recognition for her effort in leading the
initiative to create, publish and analyze the 2004 membership
surveys. The high number of survey respondents was an indication
of the success of this initiative and Ellen’s dedicated efforts. The
2005 initiatives for the membership committee are in direct
response to the information provided by your survey responses.
• Susan Howard led the initiative and performed the leg work to
design a new SCDM booth. The number of positive comments
received at the Fall Conference was reflective of the great effort
Susan gave in handling this initiative.
• Judy Kasperczyk volunteered to lead the effort to research membership types/levels and create a proposal for the SCDM Board of
Trustees to approve. The result of this effort was the approval and
establishment of two new membership types: Multiple Membership
and Member Emeritus.
• Leslie McRimmon took responsibility for administration of the
Raffle Renewal program that was implemented in 2003.
Please join me in thanking these committee members for their work.
If you would like to be part of this dynamic Committee please contact
us. Our contact information is available on the SCDM web site.
Sincerely,
Brenda Hoeper
Membership Committee Chair

We’ve Moved!
The SCDM office has changed location. Please
direct correspondence to the following address:
Society for Clinical Data Management
555 E. Wells Street
Suite 1100
Milwaukee, WI 53202-3823
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Harmonization of the MedDRA/MedDRA-J Coding Processes at Eli Lilly
Author: Sandi Nolot, Eli Lilly and Company
The Medical Dictionary for Regulatory Activities (MedDRA) was
implemented globally at Eli Lilly in 2001. Upon implementation,
Lilly Japan established a process for coding events reported in Kanji
utilizing this new terminology. The first step in this process was the
translation of the investigator’s term to English. The translated
English term was then coded to a MedDRA lowest level term (LLT)
utilizing the English version of MedDRA. The 8-digit numeric code
for the LLT was subsequently mapped back to MedDRA-J. The
intent was that the final MedDRA-J code would accurately represent
the reported term. However, it became apparent that due to the
language conversions, the final coding did not always accurately
represent the original medical concept.
In the summer of 2002, a new strategy was proposed to improve the
accuracy of the final MedDRA code assignment. Lilly’s Global
MedDRA Coding Team consulted with Japanese Data Management
and Global Product Safety colleagues to form a cross-functional
team to implement a new coding process. The revised strategy
entailed transferring the coding responsibility to Lilly Japan where
they would code directly to MedDRA-J. The challenge was to
maintain standardization within the MedDRA coding while
utilizing two language translations of MedDRA simultaneously in
two distinct coding groups.
The cross-functional implementation team consisted of associates
representing Global Product Safety, Global Clinical Data Management and systems. Their charge was to create a transition plan,
identify systems requirements, align local processes with global
processes, review documentation, and create new documentation
where gaps existed. A representative from the Global MedDRA
Coding Team was asked to provide training on MedDRA coding as
well as consultation throughout the project.
During the course of the project the team addressed multiple issues
that hindered the objective of standardization. One major challenge

included how to manage the LLT currency flag disparities between
MedDRA and MedDRA-J. The final coding guidelines specified
that the Japanese affiliate could only select MedDRA terms that were
current in both translations. The issue of LLT currency also contributed to the decision not to have a single global synonym list for
auto-encoding purposes. Operationally, a single synonym list was
not feasible because it would require continuous translation and
would be severely limited by the MedDRA-J non-current terms. The
Japanese affiliate developed its own term list utilizing the same
guidelines as the English MedDRA synonym list.
Another issue affecting standardization was that coding processes
could not be duplicated because of differences in databases and
coding software. The coding system and browser being utilized for
MedDRA could not be used with MedDRA-J. In fact, it was found
that while there were coding browsers available for use with the
Kanji terminology, there were no auto-encoding systems compatible
with MedDRA-J. This resulted in coding in Japan that was more
manual than that being done globally. The outcome here was that
comparable though not identical coding process flows were created.
In reviewing documentation needs, it was found that high level
coding documents could be translated and utilized, but there was a
need for creation of multiple local guidance documents and SOPs.
Guidance documents for synonym list maintenance, local training
and data retrieval were developed prior to implementation.
Ultimately, standardization of the MedDRA and MedDRA-J
processes was achieved in key areas, including coding guidelines,
training materials, change request handling and versioning. In the
areas where duplication of processes was not possible, the team was
able to establish comparable methods to achieve the same result.
Ongoing consultation between the Global MedDRA Team and key
contacts in Lilly Japan resulted in a successful implementation to
ensure global coding quality and consistency.

Save the Date
Spring Forum

Fall Conference

March 13-15, 2005
The Grand Hyatt Buckhead
Atlanta, GA

October 9-12, 2005
Sheraton San Diego Hotel & Marina
San Diego, CA
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The Mythology of Standards
Kit Howard
Kestrel Consultants, Inc.
Most of us in the drug development industry now believe that there
is no longer a question of whether any given organization should
standardize, at least in some fashion. The only open questions are
what, how and when. The pressures come not only from within
organizations, with demands for greater speed, fewer resources and
the ability to handle geographically distributed functions, but also
from outside, with Congress and the public having little remaining
tolerance for industry’s sob stories about the high risks and high
costs of drug discovery and development. Yet in the face of these
pressures, standardization is a rocky road for many organizations,
and far more standards schemes have been abandoned than adopted.
The reasons for this are many and varied, but I believe that they are
primarily fueled by two things: a fundamentally flawed understanding of what standards should be, and a series of myths based on that
flawed understanding which prevents us from adopting a more
useful approach. This article will examine those flaws by looking at
some of the myths.
Myth # 1. The goal of standards is to reduce costs
For many years, this is the way that groups pushing standards have
justified them. This is, I believe, why so many of the stakeholders in
clinical trials have so strongly resisted them. Focusing on reducing
costs has meant focusing on doing things the same exact way, and
this has to limit the ability to pursue the science (see Myth # 7). This
is the fundamental flaw in our current approach. If one thinks about
a “standard”, it is a concept (defined in a document) that codifies
how something should be done. A good standard has taken the needs
of all the stakeholders into account, can be implemented, and is
workable, maintainable and useful. If we approach our standards as a
method for defining all the needs for the data, from soup to nuts,
what results is a robust plan for handling the entire data lifecycle.
The reusability, and therefore the efficiency gains and cost reductions, is simply a (fortunate) byproduct. This is why all data, and not
just the core safety data, should go through the process of standards
development. None of this, however, prevents us from including the
ROI when selling standards to senior management!
Myth # 2. Once standards are developed, the work is done
If science never changed, and companies never entered new therapy
areas or pursued new indications, and the standards were developed
perfectly, it is just possible that no further work would be necessary,
but none of these conditions is ever met. In reality, there should be a
standards life cycle, rather similar to a product or program life cycle,
in which each standard is developed, implemented, used, measured,
adjusted, and eventually retired. This suggests a need for one or more
individuals within the organization to perform or facilitate these
functions. This kind of expertise, while not considered ‘sexy’, is vital
for the standards to function smoothly and efficiently. Incidentally,
such a group is also in a good position to track what studies used
what standards, and gather the information that will allow tracking
of metrics on standards use and reuse, and on time and resource
costs incurred in standards development and implementation.

Myth # 3. CRFs should be the center of the standards
Case Report Form development often seems to be the logical place
to begin standards development, and indeed many organizations
have done this. The flaw here is that the point of clinical research is
not to produce CRFs, but to answer research questions on the basis
of statistical analyses, data summaries, and patient data tabulations.
The types of information necessary to produce these outputs can be
qualitatively different from the information that appears on a CRF,
and if those output needs do not inform the entire process, the right
data may not be collected. A better approach is for standards to be
developed with a balance of input and output needs, and all
stakeholder needs considered together. That said, the reality is often
that the data management department is the driving force for
standards development in an organization, and as CRFs and
databases are usually under their control, this is often the only place
they can start.
Myth # 4. Each function can standardize by itself
It follows from the previous discussion that these definitions cannot
be created within functional areas, but must rather be a crossfunctional collaboration. When function-centered standards are
developed, they can result in a series of isolated definitions, where
handoffs become more risky, and there is a limited understanding of
requirements between functions. This creates particular vulnerability
to geographic and cultural misunderstandings. Conversely, datacentered standards bring the needs of all the functions together,
ensuring that expectations and assumptions are defined before a
study ever starts.
Myth # 5. Standardization is expensive and time-consuming
The degree to which this is true depends upon the time frame
considered. Developing, implementing and training on standards in
the short term is indeed pricey, both in terms of time and money.
However, in the long term, the time saved and quality added by
reuse of properly designed data modules is priceless. These long-term
savings are not just theoretical – they have been demonstrated via
metrics. The other point to remember is that organizations do not
have to start standards development from scratch. The CDISC
standards define, among other things, submission data standards
(Study Data Tabulation Model, or SDTM), input database standards
(Operational Data Model, or ODM) and approaches to analysis
dataset structures. HL7 defines a way for systems to talk to each
other. ICH E2B standards define approaches to data collection,
while new draft FDA guidelines are defining reporting needs.
Finally, most organizations have some work that has already been
done for prior studies, and this can also be used as a starting point.
Myth # 6. Everyone must use the same standards
It is certainly true that if the same data are being collected for the
same purpose, then they should be handled in the same way,
regardless of therapy area. However, an approach required in one
Continued on page 7
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The Mythology of Standards
continued from page 6
therapy area may be inappropriate in another, and data designed for
different uses may have very different requirements. Standards must
be flexible and allow for options that can be documented for possible
future reuse. Although this may seem oxymoronic, it is actually the
key to successful standardization.
Myth # 7. Standards limit the ability to do science
This is possibly the biggest myth of all, and the most fervently held.
Standards, if designed as data lifecycle plans, limit the ability to
make changes based on personal preference. A good standards
approach is data-driven and accommodates a variety of needs.
“Personal preference” is in the eye of the beholder, and what appears
to one person to be a driving scientific requirement appears to
another to be a personal whim. Learning the difference takes time
and experience, both for the individuals and the organization.
Myth # 8. Having standards means having quality
Actually, the traditional approach to standards means doing things
the same way, but consistency does not necessarily equate to quality.
One can have standards and produce garbage, albeit consistently. If
the standards are appropriately defined and implemented, there is a
greater chance they will result in quality, but there is no guarantee of
this.

Myth # 9. Standards are a product
When many organizations decide to create standards, they sequester
a group of people to develop them. The results are announced with
great fanfare, are bound and put on the shelf, and never accessed
again. To be useful and effective, standards are a means to an end,
which is the appropriate definition, collection and analysis of data
leading to better clinical decisions. Good standards define both the
data requirements (product) and the usage requirements (process).
They form the basis for working definitions and practices at all
company sites and CROs, and are the primary basis for communication and education about the expectations each function has of all
the others relative to the data.
Myth # 10. There is no good time to implement standards
There is, as with many myths, an element of truth to this. Implementing new data definitions and processes is disruptive, but any
organization that intends to remain viable must, sooner or later,
travel this route. There are some time points that lend themselves to
standards design and implementation, including:
• When adopting a new database environment
• When companies are merging or being acquired
• When establishing a new company or therapy area
• When regulatory agencies indicate that standards will be
required (e.g., at the SCDM Fall Conference, the FDA representative indicated that the agency is exploring eventually
requiring the use of CDISC submission standards)
• When it is clear that the current process is broken
Some Final Thoughts
There is no question that creating and implementing standards is
challenging, and requires the active support of many levels in an
organization. The approach this article advocates does require an
entirely different way of thinking, a high level of collaboration
between functions, and therefore a cultural change for most
companies. It is even more challenging given the current fashion of
fragmenting, outsourcing and geographically distributing the
various functions involved in clinical research. On the other hand, it
can be argued that our congressional, public and regulatory environments demand such standards even more strongly as a means of
ensuring that the product at the end of the day meets the expectations developed at the start. When standardization is used to define
the entire data lifecycle, the result is an increase in quality along with
improvements in efficiency and reductions in cost, and that’s no
myth!

Visit us at www.scdm.org
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Training for a Global CDM Environment
Nick Allan*, Bruce Kriger, Anna Barak, Kriger Research Center Inc.
*Corresponding author: E-mail: nallan@kriger.ca
I am sure that everyone in the data management community is all
too familiar with the 1999 failure of NASA’s Climate Orbiter.
September 2004 marked the 5th anniversary of this spectacular
failure of proper data communications and transfer, so I felt that this
story provides a timely segue into a discussion on training for a
global Clinical Data Management (CDM) environment. The NASA
investigation which followed the September 23rd crash of the Mars
Climate Orbiter concluded that two teams involved in the project
had each used different measurement units in navigation calculations; one team had used imperial units while the other used the
metric system. The data was transferred between the two teams
without the necessary conversions. The result was the loss of a
multimillion-dollar spacecraft. While not necessarily involved with
placing a spacecraft in orbit around a planet 303 million miles (487
million kilometers) away, the data handled by the Clinical Data
Managers (CDMs) is no less important. The success or failure of
multimillion-dollar drug trials is often in the hands of the CDM and
how critical clinical trial data is handled. More important than
advancement of knowledge of a neighboring planet, the data
handled by CDMs ultimately affects the health and well being of
millions of fellow human beings right here on our own planet.
With the ever expanding globalization of clinical trials and introduction of Internet-based clinical trials, the role of the CDM has
become increasingly more complex. While the CDM’s primary role
is that of a bridge between clinical research and biostatistics, this role
has now expanded into serving this function on a global level. This
article will endeavor to highlight the goals of global clinical data
management and outline the training requirements for clinical data
management for the new millennium.
One of the major developments to affect the CDM is the globalization of clinical trials. To address the global needs for international
speed-to-market and safety, the International Conference on
Harmonisation1 (ICH) was formed. In November of 2000, the
Common Technical Document (CTD) guideline was approved,
allowing for simultaneous submission, approval and launch of new
drugs in the United States, European Union and Japan. Recently,
these ICH countries have released standards for single “folder”
submission of new drug approvals to any participating country
governed by the standards of the ICH2. Although a global submission process for approval has been developed, host countries can still
enact their own clinical trial security, access and control legislation
and policies. Therefore, the global CDM must also be familiar with
host country specifics, as well as the standards laid out by the ICH.
What’s more, industry-sponsored research has moved rapidly beyond
the ICH regions into large parts of Central and Eastern Europe,
South America, Asia and Africa3. This expansion stresses the need for
even further standardization and puts an even greater burden on the
global CDM to manage non-standardized data in the interim.
Global CDM training must accommodate this globalization of
clinical trails by providing a standard and cohesive training program
to all CDMs on a global basis to allow for the effective communica-
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tion and collaboration in these newly expanded clinical research
sites.
Another challenge to the global CDM is the rapid changes and
improvements in data management/capture technology. Recently
electronic data capture and Internet-based clinical trials (IBCTs)
have been introduced and Contract Research Organizations (CROs)
and clinical research study sites are progressively moving away from
the ‘tried and true’ paper case report forms (CRFs) to this new
electronic medium. IBCTs allow for obtaining large sample sizes
with reduced unit costs through global access, fast interaction, and
automation4. They provide a fast and easy avenue for the acquisition
of scientific data, and this method of data acquisition will become
much more common place in future multicenter clinical trials5. The
implementation of IBCTs eliminates the need for double-key data
entry as the system automatically checks for inconsistent, illogical or
missing data6. In IBCTs, most of the data management planning
and implementation are completed even before data entry is
initiated. The annotated CRF, database design, and the vast majority
of edit and logic checks are finalized prior to enrolling the first
subject6. The CDM can now look at the data in real-time, and begin
the generation of data listings and identification of potential
problems early during the course of a study6. Training for CDMs in
this new global environment, must accommodate this change in
technology and shift in the clinical data management paradigm.

The Goals of Global Clinical Data
Management
•

•

•

•

•

•

Provide Electronic Translation Solutions: Developing translation software to transform data reliably from a variety of sources
into a standard readable format.
Develop Data Management Standard Operating Procedures
(SOPs): Following Good Clinical Practices (GCP), and
GCDMP in a standard way on a global scale.
Verify Data for Protocol Compliance: Global standards in
assessment of all image and non-image data to ensure proper
display format, data integrity and conformance to protocol in
accordance with FDA (and/or other) regulations.
Develop Global Standards in Archiving of Original Data &
Back-ups: Provide archive solutions based on the size and type
of data sets involved in the trial and the sponsor’s needs.
Utilization of a secure on-site data storage facility to house
electronic backups of all trial data in compliance with GCP
disaster recovery requirements.
Track Patients and Workflows: Training of Research Associates
to electronically monitor all trial data workflows. Providing the
sponsor with access to this workflow via a secure link (web
interface).
Provide Sponsor with Electronic Access to Database: Providing
sponsors with access to trial data via a secure link (web interface).
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continued from page 8
•
•

•

Create Database of Data Analysis Results: Extraction of trial
data and submission of it in sponsor-specific database formats.
Digital FDA Submission: Digital databases of images, reports,
and analysis should be suited to be submitted electronically
(digitally) to the FDA (and/or other regulatory agencies).
Timely Transfer of Data to Sponsor.

Training for a global CDM environment must encompass all the
points described in this article. The training must accommodate
changes (both technological and industry related) as they arise. To
meet the needs of the global demand, this training should be
accommodated through on-line or Internet-based methods. It is our
belief that a lack of training very often leads to a fear of change.
This, in turn, slows down the process of advancement and progress.
With the rapid shift in data management techniques brought on by
the globalization of clinical trials, the field of clinical data management cannot afford not to embrace and adapt along with these
changes. To this end, we should adopt a new training ideology to
accommodate these changes, allow for ongoing developments in
technology, and ensure common standards are met on a global level.
One way to accomplish these goals is to augment or even implement, this on-line education through some form of accreditation or
certification regime through industry organizations like the Society
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for Clinical Data Management.
The Mars Climate Orbiter story at the beginning of this article
serves as a dramatic example of the potential problems associated
with proper data communications and transfer. As clinical research
moves into the global arena, and clinical data gathering/transfer
technologies shift towards Internet-based systems, we should all be
cognizant of the potential ramifications of improper data management and strive towards a future where simple unit errors are a
problem confined only to space travel!
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Cost Effective Approach to Create External Focus In
Pharmaceutical Clinical Data Management
Stacey L. Yount and Patricia M. Carney, Eli Lilly and Company
Economic changes in recent history have caused pharmaceutical
companies to develop creative efficiency strategies around travel. Eli
Lilly and Company has pioneered several approaches to limited
travel, one of which has been to bring external technology vendor
demonstrations in-house rather than financing travel for every
associate to attend conferences in which the vendors are showcased.
This article will highlight the planning phases and lessons learned in
a way that will allow other pharma companies to benefit from
holding such an event.
The intent of the First Annual Global Clinical Data Management
(GCDM) Technology Fair was to provide a venue for interactive
demonstrations and presentations for vendors across the technology
spectrum as well as to highlight several advanced tools being
developed internally. Topics included technologies at the forefront of
today’s data management spectrum, such as e-data capture, handheld
electronic diaries, analysis tools, report development software, and
innovative CRF development approaches.
The most critical advanced planning involved organizing an
effective committee, setting a date, choosing and negotiating with
vendors, contacting a keynote speaker, and scheduling event location
space. Committee individuals included management representatives,
GCDM, Information Technologies (IT), a marketing consultant,
telecommunications, and administrative assistant support.
Event space was chosen to accommodate the large number of
vendors and overall attendee traffic from several different departments within Lilly. Considerations for choosing the event site were
also based on availability at the time of the event and number of
rooms to accommodate simultaneous vendors presentations. Event
space was reserved for the day of the technology fair as well as the
afternoon prior to the event to allow for set-up time.
Internal and external vendor selection was critical to the success of
the tech fair, as the quality of vendors would drive the overall value
of the event. A total of 8 external vendors and five internal demonstrations of advanced tools took place throughout the day of the
event. Two months prior to the event, vendors were contacted with
the event date and overall requirements to facilitate commitment to
attend. Vendors were asked to provide hands-on demonstrations that
would allow individuals to have one-on-one experience with their
device, software, etc.
Additional preliminary planning involved marketing strategies,
including internal advertising, poster and program development,
and prize incentives to attract an audience. The advertising consultant developed an event campaign slogan and proposed mechanisms
for other departments (such as Information Technology and
Statistics) to learn of the event.

offered personal attention in answering questions and providing
guidance leading up to the event. The representatives also escorted
vendors throughout the day of the technology fair and notified the
committee regarding any special telecom or IT hardware needs.
A tech support subgroup was formed to provide support for
telecommunications, information technology hardware, meeting
room wiring and setup, special equipment (such as easels, computer
monitors, projectors, projection screens, etc.), mail delivery, hosts for
dinners/breakfasts with vendors prior to events, decorations and set
up of registration tables, and greeters as individuals entered the
event.
Meeting space was organized based on several factors. Competing
vendors were placed in separate rooms. Vendors who could draw
larger crowds were assigned to corresponding larger meeting spaces.
To preserve intellectual property, internal vendors were located in
rooms apart from external vendors. Maps were created and posted
outside of each room to identify vendors and a schematic of the
room layout was inserted into the program guide. The program
guide contained a mission statement, welcome letter, vendor
biographies, schedules, room schematic/map, and feedback insert.
Two weeks prior to the event, vendors sent booths, giveaways, and
information packets directly to Lilly. Meeting rooms required
additional phone lines, LAN lines, computer monitors, projectors,
projector screens, tables, and other special requests. Vendors were
given time the day before the event to set up demonstration tables
and to troubleshoot equipment. IT and telecommunications staff
were on-site to assist with any problems or issues with equipment
connections. Company security was informed of the increased traffic
as well as provided with a list of external attendees.
A keynote speaker kicked off the event in the morning by discussing
current and future technologies impacting data management. The
speaker was asked to challenge the attendees to actively take ownership in our future state and to embrace the technology that would
leverage how we will do business in the future.
The event was a success. Approximately 450 people from several
functions attended the tech fair while the total cost was less than
travel and registration fees for three individuals to attend an external
conference. Feedback from participants indicated that the event was
a success because it provided them with hands-on experience
through which they could assess the overall quality and value of each
technology. All vendors reported that this was the first of such events
in which they had participated and would like the opportunity to
provide similar demonstrations at other pharmaceutical companies.
Participant feedback showed excitement in their experience with
vendors and technologies.

A subgroup was formed to focus on vendor relationship management. Each vendor was provided with a Lilly representative who
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Cost Effective Approach to Create External Focus In Pharmaceutical Clinical Data Management
continued from page 10
Overall, the event sparked conversations to challenge us as we move
to the next level of data management in an environment that will
require ever-increasing awareness of new technology. The benefit of
this event is widespread. Data management associates were able to
experience report development software, handheld data collection
devices, electronic data collection, data analysis, and other technologies without the cost of travel or the difficulty of arranging for
private demonstrations.
A second technology fair took place successfully in July of 2004 to
focus on technological tools that are being implemented throughout
2004 and 2005. While the previous year provided several demonstrations and presentations, the more recent event focused on
interaction. Each vendor was provided with 4 to 20 computer
workstations and was asked to provide hands-on activities for
participants. The demonstrations lasted between 15 and 45 minutes
and allowed participants to use electronic data capture, data
warehouse, electronic diaries, reporting tools, etc. Feedback showed
that the interactive venue allowed participants to develop overall
opinions regarding the quality of the technologies and to begin
thinking about how to implement the presented tools in their areas.
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The technology fairs at Eli Lilly and Company have become an
integral ingredient in successful demonstration and implementation
of key technologies. The company intends to continue developing
and using this event to provide answers that matter at a time of
economic change.
In summary, key benefits of such events are:
• Associates at all levels had hands-on access to multiple technologies in one location
• Basic economics: 450 people attended an event that costs less
than the company would spend for three of those individuals to
attend an external conference
• Vendors customized their presentations to Lilly’s needs
• Associates were able to develop networks with key vendors
Science and technology multiply around us. To an increasing extent they
dictate the languages in which we speak and think. Either we use those
languages, or we remain mute. J. G. Ballard
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Reducing the Risk of Technology Implementation Projects
Sharon A. Miller and Julia K. Bannon, Eli Lilly & Company
Consider the follow scenario: A scientist in your organization
discovers a new chemical entity with great promise in treating a
disease state with unmet needs. Toxicology studies have not yet been
done; however, in the interest of getting much-needed help to
patients sooner, a decision is made to move directly to Phase I
clinical trials in human subjects.
About now, you are probably thinking that there is no way anyone
would be willing to take this kind of risk. Sounds pretty ludicrous,
doesn’t it? Even if regulations were not an issue, there is still way too
much at stake to leap straight from discovery into human subject
testing. The risks are many (patient safety, ethical, legal, financial,
etc.) and the potential impact of those risks are unacceptably high.
Let’s try another scenario: Can you imagine taking a drug that has
been tested in approximately 5 humans in a closely monitored Phase
I clinic setting, and moving it straight to testing in a global Phase III
mega-trial? Of course not. The steps of the drug development
process (illustrated in the following diagram) are followed sequentially for many reasons, such as:
• To ensure that enough is understood about the drug and how it
works in order to minimize patient safety risks.
• To ensure a very high probability of success in safely and
effectively treating the targeted conditions prior to making a
submission to regulatory agencies for approval of the drug.
• To minimize the financial risks to your company. If a compound is going to fail, you would like to learn that as early as
possible – hopefully, well before launching into large Phase III
clinical trials, costing millions of dollars and the precious time
of many highly valued personnel, and exposing large numbers
of patients to the drug.

Now, let’s turn our attention to a scenario that is not about developing and introducing a new drug, but rather about introducing a new
technology within a clinical data management (CDM) organization.
In the past, we have not routinely followed a process to ensure the
kind of progressive understanding and proactive mitigation of
potential risks that the drug development process ensures. Granted,
when implementing new technology, we are not generally dealing
directly with the lives of patients, but the stakes can still be quite
high. When technology implementation projects encounter
stumbling blocks we may find ourselves saying, “We just didn’t
know what we didn’t know” or “If we only knew then what we know
now.” As a result, huge sums of time and money are often wasted on
technology projects that either do not end successfully or that
encounter unanticipated issues late in the development or implementation process.
Organizations often conduct “pilots” or use a phased implementation approach to reduce the negative impact of issues that are
encountered during implementation. These are very solid strategies
but, used in isolation, still often leave us exposed to significant risk.
For example, before starting a pilot or staged implementation of an
off-the-shelf product, organizations usually are required to pay to
establish an Application Service Provider (ASP) agreement with one
or more vendors or have invested significantly to install, test, and
qualify the technology in-house.
There is also a tendency to focus vendor product evaluation primarily on demos and perhaps some research or networking with other
companies regarding their experience with the vendor product.
Then, based upon what is learned, decisions may be made to invest
and proceed with product implementation.
Continued on page 13
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Reducing the Risk of Technology Implementation Projects
continued from page 12

Experience has shown us time and again that this approach frequently leaves many risks undetected, which unfortunately surface as
issues later. By broadening the scope of our attention to systematically incorporate quick and low-cost research and assessment
activities in a manner that parallels the drug development process,
we believe that we can greatly increase probability of success before
making significant technology investment decisions. Although it
may be intuitive to follow this type of phased approach in drug
development efforts, it is not always so intuitive that these same
concepts can be effectively applied to technology implementation
projects. The above/Capability Development Process diagram
illustrates how research and assessment activities correspond to the
concepts inherent in the drug development process.
Clinical Capability Research, analogous to discovery in the drug
development process, is centered on generating ideas and doing
preliminary exploration of potential options. It is largely about
understanding possibilities. The learning produced through capability research often serves to provide decision makers with the
information needed to determine whether an idea should be further
explored. A number of different activities can be a part of Capability
Research. These activities are typically able to be completed very
quickly (0.1 - 0.5 FTE spending anywhere from one day to one
month) and have no other associated costs. Examples include:
• Internal and external research and benchmarking
• Options generation and exploration
• Vendor product exploration and preliminary evaluation
• Guidance document creation
• Prototype creation
Clinical Capability Assessment activities, analogous to early phase
trials in the drug development process, include early investigation of
new systems, processes, and/or architecture and assist us in gaining
an understanding of risks, costs, and probability of success before
WINTER 2004

committing significant resources and time to development, installation or implementation. The Proof of Concept (POC) is one of the
most common, but not necessarily the only, means of performing
capability assessment. Like capability research activities, POCs are
designed to be relatively low-cost and are scoped to be completed
quickly (within one to three months). Unlike capability research
activities, which are usually academic in nature (typically there is
nothing physically built or installed), POCs often involve quickly
building or installing technology in a non-production lab setting
and then conducting “hands on” exercises (use case execution) to
understand the possibilities and limitations. Anything installed or
built as part of a POC is designed to be “throw-away,” meaning that
none of the code generated is intended to be moved into production.
Therefore, the validation requirements that exist for production
systems do not apply to POC work, enabling the rapid completion
of these activities. POCs may explore IF a project should be
launched or, after a decision has been made to proceed with
implementing a solution, the POC may help to understand HOW
the implementation should be approached.
Let’s look at an example of how this approach can be applied directly
to CDM technology implementation projects. As we launched the
effort to replace our existing clinical data management system with
updated technology, a need for a supplemental application to assist
with the logging and tracking of case report forms was identified.
(This might be compared to the identification of a disease state with
unmet treatment needs or target identification in the drug development
process). We then launched additional research activities, such as
benchmarking with external companies and exploring available
product reviews and industry reports, to identify the range of
possible options available to address the unmet needs. (Compare this
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Using EDC to Improve Monitoring Practices Worldwide
John S. Klein MS, MBA, DATATRAK International, Inc. and Laurie A. Kenvin, Celgene Corporation

The benefits of EDC are widely reported, but little is known about
how it can be used in global studies in terms of assessing monitoring
practices or standardizing operations. This case study attempted to
use standard reports to help track and improve monitoring practices.
The clinical trial used for this analysis was a Phase IV global study,
including North and South America, Europe, Australia, and Africa.
In all, 15 countries were included in the analysis, with approximately
7,000 patients and 350 investigative sites.
It became evident that several critical factors needed to be managed,
including a full assessment of each CRO for their actual knowledge
and experience with EDC as well as how their contracts were
structured. Standard CRO contracts may not allow monitors to fully
utilize the efficiencies that EDC provides. As the study progressed, it
also became evident that strong sponsor leadership and oversight was
essential to optimize workflow and maximize the value of EDC
within the study.
In order to assess the effectiveness of the workflow and adherence to
the monitoring plan, several metrics were tracked. These included
time to data entry by the site; time for first CRA review after data
was entered; percent un-reviewed data; and percent source data
verification (SDV) not done. These metrics reports were run over the
entire review database on a monthly basis. The results were tabulated
and reviewed by the sponsor prior to dissemination to the appropriate monitoring groups.
Data entry by the site is linked to data review in that the longer it
takes a monitor to review data and provide feedback to a site, the less
incentive they have to enter data aggressively. In countries where
monitors were actively reviewing data in a timely manner, data entry
also mirrored data review, with both activities either being very good
or very poor. In general, data entry occurred slowly at the beginning
of the study, and as monitoring workflow improved, so did data
entry. In this study, the country exhibiting the most aggressive data
entry achieved an average of 13 days between visit date and data
entry date. In contrast, the country with the worst record was at 59
days.
Conversely, data review lagged behind data entry at the beginning of
the study, but in the best practice countries, achieved a level below
the data entry timeframe. An average of 11 days post entry was the
best practice in this study (for more than 1,500 patients). The worst
practice country peaked at 134 days between entry and review –
demonstrating a serious problem with monitoring practices in that
country. With aggressive intervention by the sponsor, combined
with metrics reports available in the EDC system – it was determined that the CRO used in that country was unwilling to adopt an
EDC-focused workflow, and they were only reviewing data at the
same interval as their site visits. This resulted in poor data quality on
analysis, minimal feedback to sites regarding data entry errors, and
an overall frustration with the study design and the EDC product by
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the sites. After significant work with the CRO over several months, a
change in the monitoring team was mandated by the sponsor in
order to correct the situation. Following the change, the days
between entry and review dropped to approximately 10 days, with a
country average now at 75 days.
Percent un-reviewed data is a good measure of how well monitors are
staying on top of new data – and how well they are providing feedback
to sites. This metric was measured monthly and reported to all
monitors in the study. In general, this metric has shown that CROs are
in two groups – those who have embraced the EDC workflow, and
those who were either struggling with it, or refused to adopt it. The
best practice in this category was near 0%. Other countries were
slower to adopt the workflow, but at the time of writing all countries
were under 15% un-reviewed data – demonstrating that active and
consistent management of this metric proved beneficial.
The last metric followed was percent SDV not done (based on the
total SDV required by the study design). Within the EDC product,
it is easy to track how much of the SDV has been completed based
on how many SDV marks have been set by the monitor. At the time
of writing, outstanding SDV were between 2 and 18%.
The metrics reports were sent to monitors monthly with raw data as
well as a comparison chart – so they could easily see how they ranked
within the study. This process resulted in monitors more aggressively
managing their data. It was observed that showing all data to all
groups dramatically improved their responsiveness to the metrics
reports.
In conducting this global study using EDC, the following observations were made:
• CRO Certification will better identify EDC-ready CROs
• Mentoring and training is required for all CRAs
• Metrics reports that show CRAs how they are doing will
improve their practices
• Hosting monitoring summits throughout the study improves
workflow and skills
It is also beneficial to utilize in-house monitors wherever possible to
do first-round monitoring of all data. This improves data review
time and also provides a consistent set of eyes on the data to note
trends in entry mistakes. Monitors who appropriately utilize EDC
become data managers of sorts, and data coaches, and not just the
keepers of SDV and form collection.
In summary, EDC can be effectively used in a global study, even if
monitoring groups are not consistent from country to country. By
utilizing the tools that are inherent in EDC, monitoring practices
can be standardized and tracked, and performance improvement can
be implemented. By creating standardized processes and expectations, the country by country variability usually seen in global
studies can be minimized.
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Living with the CDISC SDTM
Lincoln Technologies, Wayne R. Kubick and Fred Wood, Procter & Gamble Pharmaceuticals

At the recent SCDM fall conference in Toronto, it was gratifying to
see that all of the attendees had heard of CDISC. But having heard
of CDISC is not the same as practicing CDISC. In this article, the
first of a series, we will be discussing one of the CDISC models that
is most likely to be of interest to Data Managers: the CDISC Study
Data Tabulation Model (SDTM).

FDA. Eventually, all data submissions will be expected to conform to
this format. As a result, Clinical Data Managers will need to become
proficient in the SDTM to prepare submissions and apply the
SDTM structures, where appropriate, for operational data management.

What is the SDTM?

The FDA has not specified a timeline for conformance as of this
writing. It is understood that the standard is new, that both industry
and FDA need to ramp up to support it, and that it will take time
for companies to apply it to drug programs that are well underway.
However, since the FDA expects to improve the efficiency of the
review process as a result of these data standards, and since the FDA
will need data in this format to populate its internal data warehouse,
we expect the FDA to actively encourage submissions in this format
in the very near future. Many sponsors are planning to begin
implementing now or within the next year.

Those of you who have followed the activities of the CDISC Submission Data Standards (SDS) Team over the years will recognize the
SDTM as a familiar book under a slightly different cover. That’s
because the SDTM is really the latest incarnation of the CDISC
Submission Data Standards Team, the culmination of work that has
been in progress since 1999. The SDS team, consisting of more than
25 data management professionals from more than 20 separate
organizations, originally began with the Version 1 and 2 standards,
which described standard domain layouts for 10 safety domains
commonly submitted to the FDA. While the Version 2 SDS standards
were found to be very useful, the major feedback from the FDA, after
running a pilot project using them in 2002, was that a more generalized structure was needed to represent all submission data — in
addition to the formats already defined for the ten safety domains. The
FDA also had many other requests that would make the data more
suitable for loading into a planned FDA data warehouse. This
feedback was used by the SDS Team to develop the SDS Version 3.0
standards, which were piloted by eight CDISC sponsor companies in
the summer of 2003. Lessons learned from the pilot, in turn, led to the
development of the SDS Version 3.1 (v3.1) standards early in 2004.

What’s the difference between the SDTM and
the SDS v3.1 standards?
When the FDA said they wanted the CDISC SDS standards to work
for all submission data, they really meant all data — not just clinical
study data for drug products. This led to a structural revision to the
SDS v3.0 document. The general conceptual model for representing
submission data was split into a separate document, so it could be
applied not just for clinical studies for drug products, but also for
non-clinical animal studies and for
studies involving food products,
devices, and veterinary medicines. The
implementation details on using the
SDTM for clinical trials was provided
in a separate SDTM Implementation
Guide (SDTM-IG) for Clinical Trials.
Figure 1 displays the genealogy of the
SDS/SDTM model through the years.

What does it mean to me
and my company?
On July 21, 2004, the SDTM was
announced as the standard specification
for submitting tabulation data to the
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When will I have to start doing this?

How do I learn the SDTM?
The best way to begin is by downloading the SDTM and the
SDTM-IG from the CDISC website at www.cdisc.org. These are
available at no charge, and only require that you register for usage
tracking purposes. It is good to review the SDTM briefly to gain an
understanding of the three general classes (Interventions, Events, and
Findings), the Demographics dataset, and the standard set of
identifier and timing variables applicable to all domains. It is also
important to understand how standard variables fall into certain
roles (including identifiers, topic variables, timing variables, and
qualifiers), which are combined together to comprise a complete
dataset. Data managers should then read the SDTM-IG in detail to
learn how to work with the model, including how to apply the
special purpose datasets such as SUPPQUAL and RELREC. Section
3.1.2 of the SDTM suggests how to read the documentation most
efficiently. Next, as an exercise, try to apply SDTM concepts to an
example of data that your company would like to submit. CDISC
also provides a training course on the SDTM.

How do I apply the SDTM in my company?
The importance of reading and understanding the
SDTM and the SDTM Implementation Guide cannot
be overemphasized. Recognize that the format for
submission datasets using the SDTM standard will
likely represent a significant change in how most
companies think about submitting data.
Data that are collected together may not be
submitted that way, and data that may have
been submitted in separate datasets in the
past may now be submitted in one. The
following paragraphs will discuss in more
detail some of the challenges sponsors will
face when preparing to submit data in
SDTM format.
Continued on page 17
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Living with the CDISC SDTM
continued from page 16
Use SDTM variable names. Sponsors may not add new columns to
SDTM datasets. Validation tools at the FDA will check datasets for
compliance upon receipt, and sponsors may eventually be asked to
resubmit data that does not conform to the SDTM rules.

Figure 2. Sponsor’s Original Hospitalization Dataset
1.

HOSEQ

Sequence Number

2.

HOTERM

Term

Use the defined structures of the SDTM. Sponsors may not submit
alternative structures. The largest impact of this will be felt with
findings-type data (e.g., planned measurements such as vital signs
and questionnaires) which may be set up in the Clinical Data
Management Systems (CDMS) to yield denormalized (horizontal)
datasets of one record per subject per visit. For the SDTM, such
datasets must be transformed to one record per test measurement or
question. Sponsor variable names would become values for —
TESTCD, and variable labels would become values for —TEST.
Results would become values for —ORRES, and for —STRESN
and —STRESC as applicable.

3.

HOSTDT

Start (Admission) Date/Time

4.

HOENDT

End (Discharge) Date/Time

5.

HODUR

Duration

6.

HODURU

Duration Units

7.

AENO

Adverse Event Seq Number

8.

AEREPF

AE Reported This Episode?

9.

MEDSFL

Meds Prescribed?

Non-standard columns can only be submitted as rows in either the
SUPPQUAL dataset or as additional rows of a Findings dataset.
Consider the example of a hospitalization dataset in Figure 2. Since
the SDTM Implementation Guide does not give an example for this
type of data, the first challenge is to decide which observation class it
fits into. Since hospitalization is a spontaneous occurrence that is not
planned, it is logical to choose to model it as an Event. The variables
shown in Rows 1-4 can be mapped to SDTM Event variables. Those
in Rows 7-13 cannot, and must be transformed into rows of the
SUPPQUAL dataset. The duration variables in Rows 5 and 6 are not
submitted, since the duration can be derived from the start and end
dates. The AENO variable in Row 7 will be discussed later.

10.

PROCFL

Procedures Performed?

11.

SPUNFL

Any Time in Spec. Unit?

12.

SPUNCD

Specialized Unit Type

13.

RLCNDF

Visit Related to Study Med Cond.?

Figure 3 shows what the resulting datasets looks like for what was
formerly one hospitalization record. The SUPPQUAL records are
linked to the Events dataset via STUDYID, USUBJID, DOMAIN,
and the key specified in IDVAR. These keys allow the data to be
reassembled and displayed in the original horizontal view. Note that

Figure 3. New Events and SUPPQUAL Datasets for Hospitalization Information
Events Dataset
STUDYID

USUBJID

DOMAIN

HOSEQ

HOTERM

HOSTDTC

HOENDTC

1999001

0001

HO

1

Hospitalization

2004-01-23

2004-02-07

SUPPQUAL Dataset
STUDYID

USUBJID

RDOMAIN

IDVAR

IDVARVAL

QNAM

QLABEL

QVAL

1999001

0001

HO

HOSEQ

1

AEREPF

AE Reported This Episode?

Y

1999001

0001

HO

HOSEQ

1

MEDSFL

Meds Prescribed?

Y

1999001

0001

HO

HOSEQ

1

PROCFL

Procedures Performed?

Y

1999001

0001

HO

HOSEQ

1

PROVNM

Provider Name

General
Hosp

1999001

0001

HO

HOSEQ

1

SPUNCD

Specialized Unit Type

ICU

1999001

0001

HO

HOSEQ

1

SPUNFL

Any Time in Spec. Unit

Y

1999001

0001

HO

HOSEQ

1

RLCNDF

Visit Related to Study Cond?

N

Continued on page 18
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Living with the CDISC SDTM
continued from page 17
the former variable names are values in
QNAM, and former variable labels are
values in QLABEL in the new SUPPQUAL
dataset.

Figure 4. RELREC Example
STUDYID

USUBJID

DOMAIN

IDVAR

IDVARVAL

RELID

1999001

0001

HO

HOSEQ

1

1

Relationships between independent records
1999001
0001
AE
AESEQ
4
1
should be documented using the RELREC
1999001
0001
HO
HOSEQ
2
2
dataset rather than via internal foreign
keys. The hospitalization dataset above used
1999001
0001
AE
AESEQ
11
2
the variable AENO as a foreign key to
indicate which adverse event triggered the
1999001
0002
HO
HOSEQ
1
1
hospitalization. AENO was not added to
1999001
0002
AE
AEGRPID
3
1
SUPPQUAL because the SDTM provides a
more flexible and consistent way of documenting this relationship. The RELREC
dataset will contain records for each of the two rows to be related:
The decision of where to implement will also depend upon other
one row describing the adverse-event record, and one describing the
factors including:
hospitalization record. The respective records are identified in
• Will the CDMS allow use of eight-character names and
RELREC by their keys, STUDYID, USUBJID, DOMAIN, and by
maintain the necessary functionality?
either a sequence number or a group ID. Figure 4 shows an example. • How many variables will need to be changed in the CDMS?
• For Subject 0001, the first hospitalization record (HOSEQ=1)
• How will data collected using legacy standards be integrated
was related to AESEQ=4. These records are assigned a RELID
with those collected using SDTM standards?
value of 1.
• How flexible does a sponsor need to be in terms of choosing
• For Subject 0001, the second hospitalization record
datasets to be submitted using legacy standards versus those
(HOSEQ=2) was related to AESEQ=11. These are assigned a
using SDTM standards?
RELID value of 2.
• How many submissions are expected each year? Larger numbers
• For Subject 0002, the first hospitalization record (HOSEQ=1)
may tend to favor more up-front investment, while smaller
was related to a number of AEs which are assigned a GRPID=3
numbers may favor a more individualized approach.
in the AE dataset. These are assigned a RELID value of 1.
• Is it better to invest heavily up front (changing the CDMS) and
spend less time for each submission, or to focus most of the
Preparing and Submitting Trial Design Tables. These tables are
effort closer to the submission?
designed to describe planned and actual treatment and visit information. The trial-level tables (Trial Elements, Trial Arms, and Trial
What should I do if I think that a variable I
Visits) represent plans for the study, and they can be created
need has been left out of the SDTM?
relatively easily because they generally consist of a small number of
First, determine whether this is a variable that is usually collected by
records. The subject tables (Subject Elements and Subject Visits), on
the pharmaceutical industry. If so, then you may request that the
the other hand, represent what actually happened for each subject.
These will contain many more records because each subject will have SDS Team consider adding it to SDTM through the CDISC
Discussion Forum. If you or the SDS Team decide that the variable
a record for each element or visit, depending on the table. Manual
is not likely to be widely used by others, then it should be submitted
creation of these is likely to be time consuming. Developing an
as a row in the SUPPQUAL dataset.
automated method could be a challenge, but would save time and
effort in the long run.

Where does SDTM implementation fit in my
company’s process?
There are a number of possible places within a company’s processes
where the changes needed to produce SDTM-compliant datasets
could be implemented. Figure 5 shows three of these, and highlights
just a few of the benefits and disadvantages for each. This is not
intended to be all inclusive, but is an example of the kind of
thinking that sponsors will have to go through when they decide
where to implement processes to create SDTM datasets.

What if the SDS Team has not modeled a
domain I plan to submit?

There are instructions in the SDTM-IG that describe how to go
about creating a new domain. The SDS Team is planning to add
new domains for PK, Microbiology, Protocol Deviations, and Drug
Compliance. The SDS Team will use input from the FDA and the
pharmaceutical industry to identify additional domains for modeling.

Continued on page 19
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Living with the CDISC SDTM
continued from page 18
Figures 5. Benefits (+) and Disadvantages (-) of Implementing
the SDTM in the CDMS, CDMS Extracts, and in SAS
• In the CDMS:
+
+
-

Variable names are the same from collection to submission.
Off critical path for submission
Requires major work (and possibly rework) up front
Version changes impact database standards

• CDMS Extracts:
+
+
-

Requires less work than changing the CDMS
Off critical path for submission
Requires programming within the CDMS
Variable names in SAS datasets do not match those in the
CDMS.

• SAS:
+ Requires less work than changing or reprogramming in the
CDMS
+ Version changes can be implemented quickly
- Variable names in SAS datasets do not match those in the
CDMS.
- Could be on critical path for submission

Where do I get help?
CDISC provides help through its discussion facility at
www.cdisc.org. Questions about the model or how to apply it should
be posted directly to this facility, which is monitored by the CDISC
operations staff. Replies are generally provided within a week,
although more complex questions that require discussion by the full
SDS Team may take longer.

How do I know the SDTM won’t keep
changing?
The latest version of the SDTM will be maintained as a stable
baseline by the CDISC SDS Team — that is, while corrections and
updates will occur over time, the team is committed to supporting
backward compatibility to this point. This means that sponsors
should feel comfortable adopting the model. Most of the new
changes, including new domain examples and details on controlled
terminology, will not hinder early adoption. CDISC is encouraging
companies to begin adopting the SDTM as soon as they can.

References:
· Kubick, WR, Wood, F, Wold, D., Guinter, T., Evans, J., SDS Team. The CDISC Study
Data Tabulation Model, version 1.0, June 25, 2004. Available at http://
www.cdisc.org/models/sds/v3.1/index.html.
· CDISC SDS Team. The CDISC Study Data Tabulation Model Implementation
Guide: Human Clinical Trials, version 1.01, July 14, 2004. Available at http://
www.cdisc.org/models/sds/v3.1/index.html.

Reducing the Risk of Technology Implementation Projects
continued from page 13
to identifying potential new chemical or biological entities to address the
target.) Based upon an initial set of high-level business needs, several
vendor products were selected for hands-on evaluation and comparison in a POC lab setting. Next, a POC to compare the most
promising vendor products in a hands-on evaluation in a lab setting
was initiated. Based on this preliminary evaluation, the most
promising product for further exploration was identified. (Compare
this to identifying the most promising compound(s) to take forward
from the research lab for further testing.) Next we needed to understand HOW the solution could best be applied in our setting. This
was accomplished through additional technical POC work that
enabled us to further identify potential risks and to understand the
overall probability of technical success before making a decision to
proceed with installation, qualification, and testing for use in a
production environment. (Compare this to conducting toxicology,
pharmacology, and early phase trials prior to making a product
decision.) We could continue this example, however, it is relatively
easy to see how this analogy can also be applied through the
WINTER 2004

implementation, maintenance, and support phases of a technology
project.
As the pace of technology introduction in CDM settings continues
to accelerate, we must get smarter about how we approach implementation. As with drug development, if a component of a technology implementation project is going to fail, it is important for it to
fail as early as possible. Failing in the later stages tends to cause
significant pain in the form of financial cost, reputation, and ability
of customers to do the work that relies on the systems being
introduced. Conducting benchmarking, prototyping, piloting,
POCs, and the other research activities mentioned in this paper are
not new ideas. However, we believe that by applying the wellaccepted concepts inherent within the drug development process to
technology implementation initiatives, we can systematically use
these tools to minimize risk, decrease costs, and maximize the
probability of success.
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EDC in a Global Setting
Mark Wren, Phase Forward
At a time when clinical sponsors are seeking
to accelerate the growing number of clinical
trials while maintaining a high level of
quality, Asia and Eastern Europe are establishing themselves as an attractive choice. Strong
recruitment rates, compliant patient populations, high quality data, a motivated and
educated group of investigators and CRAs,
reasonable costs, and acceptance of international harmonized regulatory standards and
regulations are reasons why Asia and Eastern
Europe have been discovered1.
Each region’s progressive thinking is
reflected in the solid infrastructure being put
in place to facilitate a greatly expanded use
of electronic data capture (EDC). Computers and Internet access are increasingly
available. Commitment to EDC implementation is strong and attitudes toward it are
largely positive as EDC becomes more user
friendly, and its impact on data quality and
promise for near real-time data review are
appreciated.2

Figure 1

Figure 3

needed to conduct electronic trials, namely
access to a laptop computer and an Internet
connection. In some instances, the percentage
of EDC readiness is higher than levels found
in the United States and in the United
Kingdom (Figure 2). Poland is a particular
standout. Fully 88% of investigative sites are
ready to accept EDC, and some have access
to wireless fidelity (Wi-Fi) networks.

mented at their sites. When asked to
describe their level of satisfaction with the
product’s overall features and functionality,
responses were very positive. Ninety-six
percent (96%) of investigators and 92% of
CRAs reported being satisfied or very
satisfied. Satisfaction with overall product
quality and reliability was similarly high
(Figures 4 and 5). These strong marks
indicate to technology providers and clinical
trials sponsors that Eastern Europe is a
market that is ready, willing, and able to
accept web-based EDC.

Figure 2

EDC within Eastern Europe
Expanded use of EDC within Eastern Europe
is being fueled by a sharp rise in the number
of studies taking place. This increase in trial
volume is documented by various sources.
According to the Food and Drug Administration (FDA), no Statements of Investigator
Form 1572 were filed from Eastern Europe in
1991. By 1999, there were 170 such filings.3
Pharm-Olam International, a multi-national
contract research organization (CRO)
conducting clinical trials in Eastern Europe,
reports that clinical trial volume is ramping
up in the region, led by Bulgaria, where the
number of clinical trials leaped 22.5%
between 1997 and 2000 (Figure 1). Pharma
Support International (PSI), another CRO
conducting clinical trials in the region,
reports that in 2002-2003, the number of
1572s it filed exceeded FDA’s 1999 figure
fourfold. Additional data suggest that in
2000, the number of patients randomized in
trials in Russia rose to 10,560, a 100%
increase over the previous year.4
To accommodate this rapid growth in EDC
mode, substantial numbers of investigative
sites are securing the minimum infrastructure
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Figure 4

Figure 5

Eastern Europe, Embracing
EDC
With the stage set, EDC is taking root. Data
suggest that the number of clinical trials in
Eastern Europe using this technology is on
the upswing.
A customer satisfaction survey of 173
Eastern European clinical investigators and
38 CRAs conducted in 20035 documents
strong interest in technology and positive
opinion of EDC. The survey solicited
attitudes from investigators and CRAs
following face-to-face training on a webbased EDC product that had been imple-
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EDC in a Global Setting
continued from page 20

High Quality Clinical Data
The use of EDC by trained, experienced
investigators and CRAs, many of whom are
medics (ex-physicians), is enhancing the
growing recognition that clinical data
coming out of Eastern European are of high
quality.6,7 Dr. Eva Cyhlarova, a Postdoctoral
Research Scientist at Oxford University, who
has conducted numerous studies, explained,
“One of the key reasons for the high quality
of clinical trial data is the fact that a large
majority of Eastern European CRAs and
study managers employed by the pharmaceutical companies are medics. As ex-physicians,
these CRAs can manage the trials to a higher
level. They have chosen to work for the
private sector rather than the government-run
hospitals and clinics because the financial
incentives in the private sector are huge.”
Evidence of good data quality is indicated in
analyses of several multi-national trials in
which the query generation rate — the
number of case report form (CRF) data
queries generated per subject — was lower
for the Eastern European sites as compared
to sites from other parts of the globe.8,9
Additionally, inspections of Eastern European sites conducted by FDA through 2001
resulted in not a single “Official Action
Indicated” (OAI) designation.10 These
positive results are largely attributed to the
clinical staff ’s high level of motivation.
Gwen Clarke, Senior Clinical Data Manager
at Procter & Gamble Pharmaceuticals,
commented, “Eastern Europe is an extremely hard working and dedicated region
in conducting clinical trials. The site staff
pays a lot of attention to detail, and the
CRFs are cleaner overall, which contributes
to an overall lower query rate per patient.”

EDC within Asia
The situation within Asia is very similar.
Hong Kong, due to its strategic position
with China, is developing into an important
high quality clinical research hub. Led by
the vision of the SAR government, Hong
Kong is focusing on Drug Development as a
way of exploiting its scientific expertise.
The number of clinical trials conducted in
Hong Kong has risen dramatically over the last
five years. In the early 1990’s the number of
WINTER 2004

clinical trial certificates averaged around 20 per
year. By 2002, however, this figure had
increased to 13011 (Figure 6). One of the
significant factors that led to this huge increase
was the adoption of Good Clinical Practices
(GCP) in 1999. A further demonstration of
commitment by the State Drug Administration
(SDA) was the setting up of GCP training
centers throughout China in 2002.
Hong Kong is not alone in exploiting its
scientific base, according to an in depth
analysis performed by the University of
Hong Kong12 Mainland China, Taiwan and
Singapore are also prolific producers of high
quality life science output.
As the number of trials in the region increases
so does the search for and adoption of
technology. Increasingly, clinical trials are
taking advantage of the ubiquitous presence
of the Internet to realize the benefits of EDC.
Indeed, feedback collected from a number of
investigators highlights a preference for EDC
over paper-based trials. The rapid growth in
high performance Internet access is an
important factor. For instance, China, Hong
Kong, Japan, Korea, Taiwan and the Philippines are now linked via a 7.68Tbps cable
network providing huge international
capacity and reliability. In addition, high
speed optical networking backbones connect
the major cities within each country. South
Korea, for example, has connected Seoul,
Busan, Daegu, Daejeon and Gwangju with
PUBLICATION OF THE SCDM

an optical network that has a capacity of 400
gigabits per second (Gb/s). That is the
equivalent of transmitting data contained on
75 CD-ROMs each second.

Multi-lingual Help Desk
In Asia and Eastern Europe, as in any region
of the world, a Help Desk offers critical
support to investigative sites charged with
collecting and transmitting clean study data
in a timely fashion. Whether a site is new to
EDC or experienced, questions requiring
immediate resolution almost always arise
regarding use of the technology, the most
common of which relates to a lost or
forgotten password. In addition, during the
study, questions pop up as new people need
to be trained on the technology, due to
inevitable staff turnover.
For these reasons, a proactive, multi-lingual
Help Desk, trained to resolve the majority of
questions in the first phone call, is key to site
acceptance of EDC. Prompt resolution also
has a positive impact on data quality. Global
studies are ongoing in multiple time zones, so
a 24/7 Help Desk with telephone, fax, and email capability, and staffed to a high level, is a
necessity. Multi-lingual staff enhances
communication, builds the relationship
between the site and the support team, and
encourages confidence in EDC adoption at
the site level.
Continued on page 22
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EDC in a Global Setting
continued from page 21
Metrics developed by
carefully monitoring calls to a
global Help Desk over
a twelve month
period reveal
that 52% of
investigators
enter data into the EDC system
during normal work hours; 18%
enter data at night, between 8:00
PM and 7:00 AM; and 30% on
weekends13. Contact to the Help
Desk is made largely by telephone (85% of the time), less often by email (15% of the time), and usually by the investigator (Figure 7).

Quick Review

visits required to resolve data queries. On-line EDC also has
significant advantages for sponsors or CROs running studies in
several countries, as it allows studies to be managed centrally and
gives coordinators remote access to information as it is accumulated.
The emerging telecommunications infrastructure, motivated staff, a
reduction in bureaucracy, and a high level 24/7 Help Desk means
that all of the factors are in place to make Web-based clinical trials a
reality in Asia and Eastern Europe.
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With an infrastructure in place to support EDC in at least twothirds of the region’s investigative sites, web-based studies are
underway by a group of clinicians who are frequently touted as early
adopters of technology. According to Clarke of Procter & Gamble,
“Investigators and CRAs are keen to use EDC technology because
they see it as a way to improve and speed data collection.”
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Such feedback suggests that CRAs typically prefer trials to be Webbased because the technology allows data errors and omissions to be
identified at the point of capture. This is invaluable to CRAs, who
have to cover a multitude of sites, as it reduces the number of return
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For more information,
please go to
www.scdm.org/certification/
(Above) Just a few of SCDM’s new CCDMs. From left: Certification Committee Chair Armelde Pitre, Ellen Coull, Lara Dague, Lynda Hunter,
Jennifer Duggan, Meredith Nahm, Brian McCourt, and Marianne Plaunt.
Not pictured: Paul Clarkson, Lynda Clark, Deborah Cole, Colleen Cox, Stuart Donaldson, Arleen Eppinger, Susan Hale, Debra Harris,
Christopher Helker, Shannon Labout, Michele Langton, Mark Laskowski, Amanda Lieberum, Kathryn Long, Christel McMillan, Laurie
Macomber, Ivey Moebus, Becky Page, Amy Pease, Renee Pridgen, Sarbaree Raha, Friedrich Riess, Chris Santoro, Patricia Seidl, Dawn Shewchuk,
Lauren Shinaberry, Anne Smith, Judith Stein, Janet Walsh, Janice Wiggan
CONGRATULATIONS!
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SCDM
2004 Fall
Conference

(Above) From left: Susan Howard and Brenda
Hoeper greet attendees at the SCDM booth.
(Left) Mmm... Dessert fit for a King.
(Below) 2004 Exhibit Hall.
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SCDM
2004 Fall
Conference

(Above) Reuniting with old friends. From left:
Greg Dziem, Meredith Nahm, Brian McCourt,
Nevia Hayes.
(Right) Treasurer Audra McRae provides a
serious review of the 2004 Financial Report.
(Below) Outgoing SCDM Board of Trustees
receive special recognition. From left: Kit
Howard, Greg Dziem, Meredith Nahm,
Marianne Plaunt, (Audra McRae, far right, will
remain Treasurer).
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SCDM
2004 Fall
Conference

(Above) Lifetime Achievement 2004 Recipient
Armelde Pitre (left) presented by Marianne
Plaunt.
(Left and below) An evening of networking and
art appreciation at Tuesday’s event held at the
Art Gallery of Ontario.
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SCDM
2004 Fall
Conference

(Above) SCDM Leadership Team. From left:
Incoming Chair, Sharon Miller; Executive
Director, Kim Breitbach; Outgoing Chair
Marianne Plaunt.
(Right) From left: Sharon Miller, Sally Cassells,
Kim Breitbach, Lisa Freeman and Marianne
Plaunt add to the gaiety of the art museum
event.

See you next year in

San Diego, CA
October 9-12, 2005
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Info

@
scdm.org

Please contact info@scdm.org if you have questions about registration for
upcoming meetings, advertising, renewal of membership, or if you need to
provide updated mailing/contact information.
Society for Clinical Data Management, Inc.
555 E. Wells Street
Suite 1100
Milwaukee, WI 53202-3823
Phone: 414-226-0362
Fax: 414-276-3349
E-mail: info@scdm.org

Visit us at
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